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Turn Your Waste into Profit – Sustainable and Flexible Solutions with Gamma
Meccanica
The opportunity and solutions we can offer you are from Gamma Meccanica.
Gamma Meccanica SpA is a 35 year old company with 90+ employees, generating more than 40
million Euro in turnover in 2010. Gamma Meccanica North America – located in Greer, South
Carolina, has existed for over 6 years, the new warehouse and office facility is further demonstration of
Gamma’s commitment to the North American market. We are a progressive and innovative company
offering technically advanced reclaim solutions.
Gamma Meccanica is continuing to improve technology for processing, control and energy consumption.
Recent innovations include development of the new “patent pending” ECOTRONIC® control unit
employed with our COMPAC® line of reclaim systems. A proven control solution for film, fibers and sheet
which saves over 40% energy when compared to older Gamma COMPAC ® systems as well as our
competitors units; the TANDEM solution offers important advantages with double filtration for
recycling materials with over 100% print coverage, highly contaminated, with over 10% moisture to
ensure any remaining gas removal; and the new, larger, and we feel, most robust water ring (hot die
face) pelletizer on the market - the TDA 6.0 water ring pelletizer in a compact design for 7” and 8”
extrusion lines with a long list of advantages which we discuss below.
NEW Larger Water Ring Pelletizer – TDA 6.0
Not only do we feel we have the most robust water ring (hot die face) pelletizer on the market we have
added a new larger size water ring pelletizer in a TDA 6.0, to work with 7” and 8” extrusion lines. This
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unit has all of our normal advantages associated with our TDA water ring units but is capable of
processing a range of 4000-6000 lbs per hour.
More and more we are developing this system as a stand-alone solution for other OEM’s and sell to those
who want a compact system, horizontal discharge of the strands to process materials with high MFI and a
unit that is built to last for a system in continual contact with water.
Advantages:









Better construction with heavy duty solutions
Self aligning blade holder for uniform granules and reduction of fines;
Water passage and design with inclination of blades allows us to cut materials with higher MFI
Spring loaded pressure of the blades against the die to avoid operator intervention and have a
better performance
Easy access to the dryer to clean during maintenance and change of material
Easy access to the die
Compact design
Complete stainless steel construction for entire system

Continual OEM Partnering Strategy
For technologies we do not manufacture in-house, we partner with the best in their relative markets:
HerboldUSA washing systems, Weima America shredders, Kreyenborg screen changers. An ongoing part
of our efforts is in screw design. Now Gamma Meccanica partners with long standing experts in the field
for local North American design and production.

Gamma Meccanica thinks outside the box. Let our unique strategy of partnering with the client benefit
you. To find out more about how our existing and new technologies can help you turn your waste into
profit complete a plastics questionnaire found on the www.irecyclingsolutions.com Consultancy Page.
Plan early and schedule your visits to see Gamma at the following shows: The Plastics Recycling
Conference March 20-21, 2012 in Atlanta, Georgia, at the Hyatt Regency; and be our guest with a
complimentary Expo Pass. Schedule your NPE 2012 appointment in Orlando, Florida at the Orange
County Convention Center with Gamma Meccanica at Booth No.8644 (West Building Hall E) Use this link
http://www.npe2012guest.org/?e=47792 to register for NPE 2012 to be held April 1-5. Receive a free gift
when you meet with our team. In the meantime, visit our company websites: www.gamma-meccanica.it
and www.irecyclingsolutions.com/gamma.html. Connect with Gamma Meccanica North America on
LinkedIn and Like us on Facebook.
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